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MoHvaHon

• Cohort size for modern sequencing studies conHnues to rise into
the hundreds of thousands of samples
• Processing needs to be eﬃcient
• Variant calling accuracy needs to be preserved
• Rare variaHon sensiHvity should not be sacriﬁced

Increasing joint-calling cohort size improves
variant sensiHvity

GATK Analysis Pipeline Overview

GATK best pracHces call each sample’s variant likelihoods
individually and then genotype all samples together for
computaHonal eﬃciency.

Joint-calling cohort size scales without loss of
singleton accuracy

Data and Methods

To examine the eﬀects of diﬀerent sequencing plajorms, a pool of 802 trios of
European ancestry and equal proporHon of Illumina and Agilent captures was analyzed.
Callsets of varying sizes were composed of unrelated samples consisHng of parents
from one capture type and oﬀspring from the other. Data from ExAC[1] version 2 was
also analyzed, which contains a wide variety of exome captures and sequencing
plajorms, along with a subset of approximately 6% of ExAC. Truth samples (NA12878
and the pseudo-diploid sample published in [2]) were included as members of each
cohort. “Singletons” were deﬁned with respect to the 1,203 sample callset and
evaluated for each callset size. Due to compute constraints, only the 1,200 and 12,000
sample cohorts were run with mulHple trials.

Callset A:
Illumina parents
Agilent oﬀspring

Callset B:
Agilent parents
Illumina oﬀspring

Compute Hme per sample is constant

The set of singleton truth variants was compared across cohort
sizes. At the scale of the largest cohort, many of the variants are no
longer singletons, but the comparison of a constant set of variants
is informaHve.

Conclusions and RecommendaHons

• Hundreds of thousands of samples can be joint-called at
constant Hme per sample
• SensiHvity gains from larger cohorts saturate near 600 samples
• Precision may be decreased by heterogeneous capture types
and/or diﬀering read lengths
• SensiHvity to singletons is maintained as more samples are
added
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